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C A M P U S  N E W S

From the Hill
 

Blue Skies for 151st Commencement 
A century and a half after Cornell held its first commence-

ment—conferring eight degrees in 1869—President Martha  

Pollack presided over a ceremony celebrating the accom

plishments of some 5,500 graduates before an audience of  

22,000. In her address in Schoellkopf Field (above), Pollack  

cited Ezra’s pledge to “found an institution where any person  

can find instruction in any study.” Said Pollack: “Even today,  

those words sound incredibly ambitious. But back then, they  

were downright revolutionary: the rallying cry of a univer

sity designed to change not just the lives of its students, but  

the future of our nation.”  

The previous night, “Science Guy” Bill Nye ’77 (middle  

right) gave the Convocation talk in Schoellkopf—recalling

his own experiences as an undergrad (which included play

ing ultimate Frisbee and studying astronomy under Carl

Sagan) and encouraging the graduates to make a difference.  

“When it comes to changing the world, don’t be scared. Don’t  

freak out,” said Nye, who’d made headlines the week before  

with an appearance on HBO’s “Last Week Tonight with John  

Oliver,” employing a blowtorch and some salty language to  

emphasize the dangers of climate change. “That fear can

stop you cold, but don’t let it. As we say in the theater and on  

television, take that fear and turn it into excitement. You’re  

graduates of Cornell University, for crying out loud.” 
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CU to Cover Event Security Fees 
At Cornell and other campuses around the country, the costs 

of covering security for student-sponsored events featuring 

potentially controversial speakers has become a contentious 

issue. Last spring—reversing an earlier decision to require stu

dent groups to cover those costs, which was met with outcry and 

suspended—the University announced that it will provide up to 

$8,000 per event. “This will allow student groups to have large 

and small events to promote the free exchange of ideas,” says 

Ryan Lombardi, vice president for student and campus life, “which 

is a hallmark of our university.” At Cornell and elsewhere, the 

security issue has mainly involved conservative speakers—such 

as a November 2016 talk by former U.S. Senator Rick Santorum 

hosted by Cornell Republicans—whose appearances have been 

disrupted by hecklers or threats of protest. 

‘Pei knew when a building needed 
to be exuberant and when it 
needed to whisper.’ 

— Architecture chair Andrea Simitch ’79 on I.M. Pei, 
designer of many prominent buildings including Cornell’s 

Johnson Museum, who passed away in May at age 102 

Cornell Tech Dean Named
	
The dean of Cornell’s Faculty 

of Computing and Information 

Science (CIS) will serve as the 

second-ever dean of Cornell 

Tech. Greg Morrisett (left), 

an expert in software securi

ty, was named to a five-year 

term starting August 1. “Greg is highly respected 

for his academic accomplishments, and has also 

built connections to industry and government 

leaders and fostered entrepreneurship at CIS,” 

says Provost Michael Kotlikoff, “critical attributes 

for the next leader of Cornell Tech.” Morrisett 

succeeds Dan Huttenlocher, the Tech campus’s 

founding dean. Until a permanent successor to 

Morrisett is hired, computer science professor Jon 

Kleinberg ’93 will serve as interim CIS dean. “As 

New York City becomes an increasingly impor

tant technology hub, we want to help make sure 

it’s inclusive, is representative of a broad range 

of disciplines, and avoids some of the problems 

we’ve seen emerge as technology becomes more 

and more central to our lives,” Morrisett says. 

“We need to teach students to develop not just the 

new cutting-edge stuff, but to think in an ethical

ly robust fashion—not just developing technology 

for technology’s sake, but doing it in a way that 

moves society forward.” 

R + D 
After studying decades of data, earth and 
atmospheric sciences professor Toby Ault and 
colleagues predict that climate change-induced heat 
stress—rather than drought—will be the primary 
factor in reducing yields of U.S. crops, such as wheat, 
later this century. 

In a discovery that could inform the fight against so-called 
“superbugs,” food science researchers have identified a gene 
in salmonella that confers resistance to colistin—a “last-resort” 
antibiotic that’s becoming less effective because some pathogens 
have evolved defenses to it. 

Computer scientists have developed an alternative to the costly 
roof-mounted laser sensors that autonomous cars currently use to 
detect objects. Their method, which employs inexpensive cameras 
on either side of the windshield, can “see” objects with nearly the 
same accuracy at a fraction of the cost. 

Using 12,000 photos of human embryos, 
researchers at the Medical College have 
trained an artificial intelligence algorithm 
to evaluate which are most likely to lead to 
successful pregnancies—offering a potential 
boon to assisted reproduction by guiding 
physicians as to which embryos to implant. 

FAMILY AFFAIR: Alumni—and some potential future Cornellians—enjoyed 
the beauty of East Hill during Reunion 2019. For more on the weekend’s 
festivities, see photos starting on page 34. 
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CAU faculty guide Eric Tagliacozzo, Director
of Cornell’s Comparative Muslim Societies,
specializes in Islam around the world and in
the history of waterways and international
commerce. Eric has written and edited

numerous books about the cultural implications of
trade between Asia, the Near-East, and Africa.

A Captivating Cruise up the Nile

January 3–15, 2020

Cruise to the Suez Canal, visit the sacred mosques, and stand 

among the great pyramids for this adventure of a lifetime with 

Cornell’s Adult University.

Guided and designed by Cornell faculty, experience the Nile’s 

rich cultural history while enjoying deluxe accommodations and 

stimulating company.

cau.cornell.edu

Education Vacations
CAUCAUCornell
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FUN IN THE SUN: Slope Day 2019 featured music, food, and the release of Cornell Dairy’s latest student-made flavor: Churriosit , 
cinnamon-sugar ice cream with a chocolate swirl. 

Heroic Effort



With just a week’s advance notice, linguistics grad students 

Ryan Hearn (left) and Joseph Rhyne created an alien 

language for which recent movie? 

a) Avengers: Endgame 

b) X-Men: Dark Phoenix 

c) Captain Marvel 

d) Godzilla: King of the Monsters 

[answer: c] 
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‘I don’t think I can fully convey
 
how meaningful it was for me as
 
an immigrant and refugee.’
 

— American studies professor Maria Cristina Garcia, whose 
family emigrated from Cuba when she was a child, on her

contributions to designing the new Statue of Liberty Museum 

Did You Know . . . 
That a CU alum helped fight the 

Notre Dame fire? Attorney Frank 

Langrais, JD ’17 (left), is a volunteer 

with a fire-and-rescue service 

outside Paris. During his Cornell 

days he volunteered with the 

Cayuga Heights Fire Department. 
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Rediscover your alma mater!

 images: Taughannock Falls by Anmol Bohra; Farmers Market and Ithaca is Foodies Tour by Allison Usavage

VISITITHACA.COM/CORNELL
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Give My Regards to . . . 
These Cornellians in the news 

Wendy Raymond ’82 (left), named 
president of Haverford College. 

Community Learning and Service 
Partnership, which pairs student mentors 
with Cornell staffers who want to improve 
their skills in such areas as writing 
and math, winner of the twenty-fifth 
annual Perkins Prize for Interracial and 
Intercultural Peace and Harmony. 

Ahmed Ahmed ’17 (right), a Rhodes 
Scholar and rising first-year med student 
who was born in a Kenyan refugee camp 
after his parents fled violence in their 
native Somalia, winner of a Paul and 
Daisy Soros Fellowship for New 
Americans, which provides $90,000  
for graduate study. 

Government professor Suzanne Mettler, 
PhD ’94, an expert in democratic 
institutions, winner of a Guggenheim fellowship. 

Billionaire  Robert Smith ’85  (below  left),  who  made  headlines  
in May when he pledged to cover all  
the student loan debt for the Class of  
2019 at Morehouse College, an all-male,  
historically black school in Atlanta. 

Novelist Toni Morrison, MA ’55, 
winner of a gold medal from the  
American Academy of Arts and Letters,  
the  organization’s  highest  honor  for  
excellence  in  the  arts. 

DEDICATED DUO: After identical twin physicians Brandi 
Jackson ’10 (left) and Brittani Jackson ’10 wrote to Ellen 
DeGeneres describing their devotion to treating underserved 
communities in Chicago, the TV host surprised them with an
appearance on her daytime talk show—and a pair of checks
for $25,000. The sisters founded medlikeme.com, a website
that encourages people from underrepresented groups to 
pursue careers in healthcare. 

Website  Chronicles  Early  Asian  Alumni 
A new website documents the achievements of the University’s  

early alumni from Asia. The ongoing effort, which can be found  

at cornellasianalumni.com, includes a timeline, an alumni index,  

and brief profiles of notable Big Red graduates from Japan, China,  

India, the Philippines, and more. 

Johnson  Museum  Publishes  
Updated  Guide  to  Its  Collection 

The Johnson Museum has released a new  

guide to its holdings, the third in its history.  

The 352-page softcover succeeds an edition  

released in 1998, the museum’s twenty-fifth  

anniversary. The latest version showcases  

some 300 artworks—drawn from the muse

um’s collection of nearly 40,000—including  

pieces by Rembrandt van Rijn, Pablo Picasso,  

Andy Warhol, and Georgia O’Keeffe. “Typically, most museum  

handbooks organize objects by culture,” notes Ellen Avril, chief  

curator and curator of Asian art, who co-wrote the handbook’s  

introductory essay. “Instead, by choosing to take a more or less  

chronological approach with our collection, we hope that readers  

will make some fascinating and unexpected discoveries about what  

artists globally were achieving at the same time.” Priced at $45, the  

book is available at the Johnson and online at museum.cornell.edu.  

‘The good that you will do will  
affect others in ways that are  
not abstract, but concrete; not  
theoretical, but exquisitely and  
profoundly human.’ 

— President  Martha  Pollack, addressing the graduates at the  
Medical College’s Commencement in Carnegie Hall in May 

Provost to Serve Second Term 
Michael Kotlikoff (left) has been named to  

a second five-year term as University pro

vost, effective July 2020. Previously dean  

of the Vet college, where he’s a professor of  

molecular physiology, Kotlikoff served as  

interim president during the illness of then-

President Elizabeth Garrett, who passed  

away in 2016. His key initiatives as provost  

have included expanding funding for recruitment of diverse fac

ulty, spearheading a review of the social sciences at Cornell, and  

launching “Radical Collaboration Drives Discovery,” which supports  

research in eight cross-disciplinary areas that bridge the Ithaca   

and New York City campuses.  
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